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INTRODUCTION. 

The color pattern of Hereford cattle has been established as a 

trade mark of the breed .. Certain deviations from it have beendiscrimi

nated against by purebred breed~rs and commercial producers, and some 

have associated uniformity of color with genetic purity of the breedo 

The deviations from the typical color pattern most oftencriti.cised in 

America have been ttred neck". and "lineback.,tl Red neck is the. descrip

tive term used to indicate the absence of white hair on the cr.e~t or 

top of the necko Lineback is the term used to indicate the ex...t.ension 

of white hair behind the shoulders or on the backo ~though breeders 

have selected against these deviations for many yearsJ Herei"ords are 

still found which have these traits and they do not bar such individuals 

from registrationo, ·· "Smutty" or pigmented noses and black tails a.re also 

discriminated against in Herefords, but they were not the subject of 

this study. 

Preferences have been shown for certain shades or intensities of 

red hair coloro These preferences have tended to change from time to 

time and from one section of the country to another. Some stockmen 

have associated the shade of red with the ability of an animal to per

form efficiently in the feed lot and on the rangeo, 

Eyelid pigmentation is another trait of economic importance. It 

has recently been shown that the amount of eyelid pigmentation is cor= 

related with resistance to eyelid cancer in Hereford cattle. Hereford 
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breeders, however, have generally discriminated against appreciable 

amounts of pigment around the eyes •. 

The purposes of this study were to determine the nature of inher

itance of the topline color pattern and the shade of red hair ~olor 

in Hereford cattle, to obtain heritability estimates of th.es,e traits, 

and to determine the relationships between these traits and eyelid 

pigmentation. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The origin of the Hereford breed, according to Willham (19.37)"·,, 

was in Herefordshire, England from stock some of which may have come 

from Holland •. These cattle were above the average merit of ca~tle in 

England. The breeders considered.their methods and systems of mating 

to be trade ·secrets, so little is knqwµ about the early development of 

the breed. Kinsman (1918)" stated that the Hereford pattern first origi

n~ted from the foundation stock of Benjamin Tomkins Jr. of King'1s Pyon, 

England, which included a red bodied, White faced bull called "Silver 

Bulll' and three cows; one was gray, one was red w.i. th mottled face, and 

the other was red bodied with a white face. 

Pitt (:1920) described the middle red, bald-faced cattle of 1788 

in .England and reported that they traced to a bald-faced bull. calf in 

the herd of a prominent breeder in 1750 •. The bull oaif was.reported 

to be the first one of its kind and was designated as a mutation. This 

origin has been questioned by some because of the large inc.re.ase in 

numbers of white faced cattle prior to 'f.788... It seemed doubtful 

that one bull . would be the progenitor of so many offspring in so short 

a time. Pitt noted that by 1.804 the reddish-brown cattle with white 

faces were more connnon than roans or grays • 

. Pitt f1-921)" described the tttypical Hereford". as a,, ;. .• ,.,na.eep red 

beast with white face arid underparts, white feet, white at the end of 

the tail, and with a white patch along the top of the neck and sometimes 
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J:t: trace of red around t:h.e eyes •. 11' ?i tt further stated that the coat 

was a rich purple-red, and not a: yellow-browno, A clean clear nose and 

horns free of pigment at the tips were also desired •. 

Inheritance of Qolor Characteristics in Hereford Cattle 

Ibsen f:1933t and n~aen and Weber (':1933)' reported the Here.ford pat

tern (sH)' to be incompletely dominant to self' color ('S')" and .completely 

dominant to white spotting ('s). They offered crosses of Hereford x 

~gus and Hereford x Holstein as evidence. The first of. these. crosses 

resulted in a reduction of the white area in the offspring and the lat-

ter, a Hereford xHolstein cross, had little effect on the.a.mount of 

white of the Hereford pattern. Black usually takes the place of red 

in these crosses because black is dominant to red.,, 

I::i tt (1921 )' studied the inheritance of the Hereford. patte-rn and 

considered excessive white or line,back to be due to a modifying factoro 

An animal was considered a lineback when the white of the crest reached 

beyond the shoulders. She believed "lineback"' to be reeessive to nor-

mail Hereford pattern. The dark pigmented ne-ck was reported to, be, domi= 

nant to white neck, al though not completely so in all cases.. .She also 

concluded red spots around the eyes to be, incompletely dominan.t to the 

absence of spots. Approximately one-quarter of the cattle showed the 

dominant trait. She noted that a;nimals with the· darkest hair color . . 

had red pigment around their eyes more often than the lighter .colored 

animals. In her study, shade or intensity of- red varied. from a dark 

red which was called "clarettt·to a yellow-brown •. The claret:color was 

more de·sirable than the yellow shades which were discriminated against 

by the, breeders. The yellow-brown color was believed to be dominant 
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to "claret •. " .· Matings or red x red were observed to breed true; however 

no matings of yellow x yellow were available to substantiate this belief. 

Koger and Mankin (1952) suggested that approximately three pairs 

of major genes were involved in controlling the shade of hair color. 

Ibsen ('1933) considered "brockle facett· and pigmented legs as modi

fiers of the Hereford pattern. They were believed to be caused by the 

same factors since they were usually associated. They were considered 

to be due to a dominant factor, which would make the traits easy to 

eliminate by selection. Many brockle faced cattle were seen on the 

early Western ranges as a result of' crossbreeding with Shorthorns. 

Horlacher {'1928) was unable to explain the presence of a black 

spot on the neck of a Hereford steer, since red is usually considered 

to act as a simple recessive to black. Some red hairs were mixed with 

the black hairs in the spot. The pigment of the skin under the black 

spot was the same as that under the red areas. No evidence of black 

hairs· could be found on either parent and none were know-n to have oc

curred on more remote ancestors. Black spots had been known to appear 

o~casionally on Herefords and also on red Shorthorns, and it was not 

known if there was a tendency for them to run in families .• 

Ibsen and Weber (1933) stated tha t black spotting often o.ccurred 

in Jerseys and Ayrshires. Black hairs which were sometimes found in 

the tail s of Herefords, they suggested, were due to a ver y close clump-

ing of red pigment granules in the hair making it appear black. 

Ibsen (1933) proposed that color genes are found at nineteen dif

ferent loci on the chromosomes. Red genes {'R) were believed to be 

present in all cattle with many other genes e·pistatic to them. The 

entire Hereford patt ern was based on one gene {'sH) which had several 
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modifiers. A small amount of·white (LW)' was believed to be doillinant 

to (1w} for more white. Red neck ('Rn)' was dominant to whi.te neck frn)' 

and red eye fRe )' was dominant to whj. te eye (re) ... Ibsen proposed the 

following genotypic formulae for Hereford cattle: (Alleles are given 

below the formula in instances where they are·known.) 

bb bsbs dd Ir nn psps sa'.sH rnrn rere Lwtw plpl ww· WhWn wpwp 

Bs ?· Psps Rnrn Rere twlw 

Key to genotype above:: 

Black - B· 

Black spotting - Bs 

Dilution - D 

Intensity - I 

Roan --N 

Pigmented ('black)' skin spotting :-- PS 

Hereford pattern --· sH 

Red neck -- Rn 

White neck - rn 

lwlw 

Red eye -Re 

White eye -re 

Little white -Lw 

Much white - lw 

Pigmented legs -Pl 

Nbn pigmented legs - pl 

Prevents whitening - W 

Recessive white - Wn 

No dominant white - wp 

Shrode and Lush (1947)' indicated that a red coloring gene was 

present in all breeds and that it also caused the brownish pigment of 
' . 

the skin, nose, and eyelids when unaffected by other genes.,. 

Pound ('1932) stated that (Re)' sometimes produces pigmentation in 

the skin of the eyelid instead of causing red hair around the eyeso 

He believed 1tline:back 11 · was due to a ·recessive factor since parents, 

neither of which showed the trait, have produced linebacked calveso 

Pound further stated that evidence obtained from crosses with other 
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b-reeds showed that many Herefords carry a ttbrindling~ gene (:Br), which 

does not appear in the phenotype of purebred Herefordso 

I.bsen and Riddell (.1931)\ noted that self colored cattle had pigmen

tation in the hoofs, nose., tongue, lining of the mouth, and nictitating 

membranes,, and that spotted cattle were partially or <?Ompletely devoid 

of pigment in these areas. The extent of pigmentation was closely re

lated with the amount o·f the spotted areas., 

Bogart and Ibe:1en C,937)' studied the, pigmentation contained in hair 

which varied in coloro They found that the shade or red depended upon 

the intensity of the diffused red pigment and on the quantity and dis-

tribution of black pigment. The black pigment was found __ in all colors 

of ha~r including white, and the shade depended upon the, intensity of 

clumping of the granules and their location within the· hair and skin .. , 

A darker appearance was given by granules in the cortex: than those in 

the medullary portion of the hair •. Several distinct shades a£ red pig-
' 

ment were £ound in some animals; however, only one dark red pigment 

was present in Hereford cattle. yariations of intensity. of co.lor within 

the breed must have be:e.n the result of the amount and distribu...tion of 

the black clumping. R,ed pigment has been found in hair which appeared 

entirely black,, but was always masked regardless of its intensity,; 

there.fore, it had no effect upon the intensity of black, which was 

found to be uniform in this respecto From a microscopic.. study it was 

.found that red pigment was a non-granular substance which was completely 

dif.fused -within the hair,,_ This caused it to have a transparent appear= 

. aince •. It sometimes appeared to be granular in the skin. 
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Heritability Estimates 

Found (1928) classified color in Herefords as dark red, medium 

red, and yellow-red .. None of the six possible mating combinations 

including these shades of color bred trueo He computed an heritability 

estimate of .44 for shade of red by regression of offsprin:':" on the.mid

parent color scores involving 1+06 matingso 

Hellstrom (1951) computed heritability estimates for shade of red 

from data which included 369 dam-offspring comparisons at the Colorado 

Experiment Station ... The estimates from intra-~ire regression of off= 

spring on dam and paternal half-sib correlations were .63 and ,,49)) 

respectively., ... 

Koger and Mankin (1952) computed heritability estima.,tes for shade 

of red of ~73 and ,,.75 by intra-sire regression of L.i.37 of.fspring on damJ 

and regression of offspring on mid-parent for the New Mexico Experiment 

Station herd for the period from 1947 through 1950. 

Anderson et aL (1957b) estimated the heritability for the amount 

of eyelid pigment to be .44 by using regression of offspring on dam 

with data from 733 offspring. An heritability estimate of ...46 was 

found from paternal half-sib intra-class correlations from 953 off

spring by 1:16 sires. Some evidence of a maternal effect was found from 

reciprocal matings. The incidence of pigment was higher in the progeny 

when the dam was the more highly pigmented of the two parentso 

Relationships Involving Certain Color Traits in Hereford Cattle 

The opinion has been expressed that light colored Hereford cattle 

gain more rapidly than those that are darker .. Stanley and McCall (1945), 
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at the Arizona Experiment Station, classified Here.ford steers as having 

light, medium, and dark colored hair. Light red steers in a. type study 

made larger gains and yielded higher grading carcasses than medium col

ored and dark colored steers. However, this did not ho.ld true for steers 

in a progeny test in which darker steers graded significantly higher 

in the carcass and th_e co;r-,r..eil.a.tton between hair color and daily gain 

was almost zero .. 

Hellstrom ('1951 )' computed correlations between certain economic 

characteristics and shade of hair color for 80 ·Hereford st.eers. The 

c-orre4.tions b~twe-en shade -of red -and weaning score, rate of gain., 

and carcass grade were low. A. correlation of •. 28 ('P < .. 05) was found 

between the number of days on :feed and shade of hair color .. This cor

relation indicated that _the number of days on feed was .less for darker 

steers than the lighter oneso Steers were taken off feed and,slaugh

tered when they reached a grade of "'good11' or higher.. The correlation 

between feed lot efficiency and hair color was -.43 (P' ( .05).. This in

dicated. that the lighter colored steers were more efficient in the feed 

lot than the darker steerso. These correlations between performance 

traits and shade of hair color could however, have been due to sire 

effects or to pre-test environmental differencesa 

Hurt (1956)' scored red color as light, medium, and dark and found 

no relationship betw~en_ shade of red and performance in the feed lot 

or perf'ormance on the :range. "His study ineluded 187 :].ong yearling 

steers from 1947-54, and 132 steer calves from 1949 through 1955 • 

.Sawyer et ~o ('1948)' rated cows and calv-es at weanirig. time as yel

low, light, medium, and dark redo They found that dark red calves were 

~eayter at weaning ·and that yellow cows weaned heavier calves, but 



neither of these associat~ons were, statistically signifies.pt. Yellow 

cows weaned heavier heifer calves and lighter steer calves than did 

dark red cows. 

Anderson ~ !!• f.1957a)' found evidence of an association,, between 

a decreasing amount of eyelid pigm.enta tion and an increase . .in the num-
• I • ' 

ber of lesions on the eyelids. The correlation between these traits 

was significant at the P'< .,01 level. 

Influence of Se:X and Age on Shade of Hair Color 

Koger' and ?4ankin {1952)' found no differences between . .shade of 

color of Hereford steers and heifers, but calves scored darker than 

cows:.. They also noted that mature cows. scored ·darker in good,..years _, 

than in drought yea.rs when the nutritional level was lower._ Hellstrom 

(1951r,; how:ever, .found the mean for Color of' calV'eS, to be slightly 

lighter than for cows. 

Ibsen ('1933)' noted that in red breeds of cattle it .is usual for 

the males to attain a deeper shade of red than the females as maturity 

is reached. 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This study was aonduc.te.d. to de .. te.rmine, tit.he. heri ta bill ty of the 

topline color pattern and:the heritab:tlity' of red hair shade in Here

ford cattle .. The association of these traits with eyelid pigment was 

also studied .. 

The data were from three Hereford herds at the Fort Reno Experi

ment Station., Two herds were registered (Project 670 and Project 873)' 

and the other, herd was a high grade herd (Project 650) .. Sires produced 

and used in the 670 herd were sometimes used in the 650 herd.,,. 

This study was conducted during the fa..11 of 1956 and the spring 

of 1957 •. Offspring produced during the four years (1954-57) were in

cluded when both sire and dam could be identifiedo The mature cows 

and their calves were scored at weaning time in October of 1956. The 

yearling heifers and the bulls were scored when they were weighed dur-

ing the fall of 119560. The 1957 spring calves and the fal:L cal.ve,s in 

Proje,ct 873 were scored in June of 19570- The spring calves ranged from 

a few days to about 3 months of age at scoringo The animals were scored 

in a chia.te under as nearly the same lighting conditions as pos-sible .. 

All aged cattle were identified by number brands and calves were iden

tified by e.artag.num..bers and/or tattooso 

Each animal was scored visually for topline pattern by evaluating 

the amoi.mt of white on the neck, shoulders, and backe The system of 

classification contained nine· classes with each class having a numerical 

11 
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value .. The three classes that would be discriminated against as having 

,, too little white or none at all were scored as 1 , 2, and .3; the three 

classes that would generally be considered as desirable were scored 

a.-s 4, 5, and 6;; and the three, classes that would be objectionable be-

cause of excess white were scored as 7, 8, and 9o, The following stand-

· ard w:as used:: 

Numerical Score 

2 

.3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Qescription of topline pattern 

Red neck - no white present on topline 

White flecks or small white spots on neck 

White patches on neck but not enough to be desirable 

Desirable but white still sparing 

Desirable 

Desirable but more white on neck than necessary 

White extending past shoulders or small spots on the 
back or loin 

Tiarge white spots on the back or loin 

Bineback with white covering a large area of the back 

Individual animals were scored for shade of color by comparing 

the hair of each with a color standard... The color s,tandard contained 

seven hair samples which divided the range or· color into 7 distinct 

classes.... The c·lasses were assigned numerical values ranging .from one 

for the lightest shade {yellow} to seve.n for the. darkest shade of redo 

The samples were glued to a heavy white card in order of shade so that 

the scorer could quickly match the hair of the animal with the sample 

that was nearest the same shade •. The color standard was kept in a heavy 

manila envelope to prevent samples from bleaching between the times they 

were used .. 



The values for eyelid pigment were obtained by estimating the 

percentage of the eyelid that was pigmented by counting the number 

of units covered by pigment on a. scale which divided lid length into 

1-00 equal units~ ~he average percentage for both eyes was used in 

correlations with topline pattern and shade of hair color. 

The r~peatability of the scoring methods.for topline pattern and 

shade of hair color W!as·· determined by scoring .36 cows and 51 calves 

on two different occas;f.ons which were approximately one month apart ... 

Scoring was by the same person each timeo This interval probably had 

no great effect on ~lither of the trai tso The correlation between the 

13 

two pattern scores for cows was oll3 and that between the two shade scores 

was o,57 °" The correlations, for both traits were some.what higher for 

calves, being ... 90 for pattern and °'64 for shade.. The four .car.relations 

were highly significant as were the pooled correlations of ... 87 and .,600 

Repeatability of scores over different seasons was obtained from 

correlations between fall scores and spring scores on the same animale 

Cows and heifer calves, which were scored in the fall of 1956 and kept 

as replacements, were scored again for topline pattern and shade of 

hair color during the spring of 1957 ... The correlations are shown in 

table r~ · The correlations: for mature cows were compara,ble to those 

obtained from the sc·ores made one month aparto Correlations for the 

two groups of ca1-v~s were low.for shade of hair color .. · 

Preliminary analyses were conducted to detennine the effect of 

sex on the scores for topline pattern and shade of hair color. Dif

fere.nces in the pattern and shade ,cscor~s of 556 calves of different 

.sexes we.re tested by analysis of variance.,, Males tended to be slightly 

darker in color and had less white in the pattern than heifers but 
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these differences were not significanto The mean score for pattern was 

4o89 for males and 5.,09 for females.o The mean shade score was 3o43 for 

males and 3o23 for females., 

TABLE I CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FALL AND SPRING SCORES ON THE SAME ANIMAL 

Correlation Correlation 
Year coefficients coefficients 

Herd Class calved Numbe,r for pattern for shade· 

650 cows 1948 108 .,,90** .,67** 

650 cows 1954 38 ~,95** 0,60** 

650 heifers 1955 32 ,,,93** '" 77*~1-

650 calves 11956 43 .,85** .. 21 

670 cows 1:946-54 72 o,.76** .. 65** 

670 calves 1956 25 .,,90** .. .21 

873 cows 1946-52 59 ~-75** .. 66** 

**Significant at P<'. ,,.01' 

Methods of Computing Heritability Estimates 

Heritabi],.ity estimates were calculated for pattern and shade from 

intra-sire regression of offspring 11s· score on dam ts score, by paternal 

half-sib intra-class correlations, and by regression of the o.ffspring 11 s 

score ori mid-parent•1s score.. Data from 51'.7 parent-offspring compari-

sons were used in computing the first two estimate·s.,. Mid-parent scores 

were available for only 419 comparisons since some sires were not scored 

for the two traits@ 

The nested classification shown in ~ppendix A was used to compute 

heritability estimates. .The data were grouped by sires within age;..of-dam, 
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herd, age, and seasonso The c1assification contained 58 sire-groups, 

1!5 age-of-dam groups, 10 herd-groups, 6 age-groups,, and 2 season-groupse 

An intra-sire regression of offspring ''s score on dam 11s score was 

computed from covariances and variances from the nested classification. 

This .removed the average, effects due to each of these sources of varia

tion. Since the average genetic relationship between dam and offspring 

was assumed to be .,.5 the regression was multiplied by two to obtain an 

estime.te of heritability .•.. 

The same nested classification was used for computing heritability 

estimates from paternal half-sib intra-class correlationso, Another 

method was utilized whereby all offspring of each sire :were grouped 

into a single class without respect to other sources of variation,,. 

Paternal half-sib correlations were multiplied by four to obtain her

itabilities since the average genetic relationship betwtien half-sibs 

was assumed to be .. .25. 

Regressions of offspring score on mid-parent score were obtained 

from covariances and variances involving the average scores of the two 

parents and the offspring scores for the traits in questiono These 

regres9ipns yield direct estimates of heritability. 

Methods of calculating standard errors for the heritability esti

mates are shown in Appendix .C .. ,-· 

The proceedure followed for determining the weighted number of 

progeny per sire (k) is given in A:ppendix B. 

Correlations Between Traits 

Correlations between topline pattern and eyelid pigmentation, 

shade of hair color and eyelid pigmentation, and topline pattern and 
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shad~ of hair color were calculated within groups and then pooled over 

all groups .. Data from 585 animals were available for the .fixst two 

correlations and data from 974 animals were used in.the last correla

tion., Eyelid pigtn.entation data were not available for all animals that 

were scored for the other two traits. 



RESULTS AND DISCUiSSION 

The distribution of pattern scores for calves and their dams is 

shO\.m in table IL Only the 1956 and 1957 calves were included since 

the individuals from other years were not scored as calves~ The mean 

topline pattern score was 5.04 for calves and was 5.,1:4 for cows~ This 

difference 'Was not statistically significant when tested by analysis 

of variance~ Class 7 appears to be too large in every case for the 

scores to fit a normal distributione This may be due to the fact that 

any animal with a discontinuous white mark behind the shoulders was 

placed in class 7, even if only a few white hairs were present, whereas 

only animals with a large amount of white on the crest and neck were 

placed in class 6~ 

TABLE II DISTRIBUTION OF TOPLINE PATTERN SCORES OF COWS AND CALVES 
FOR 1956 AND 1957 

Pattern scores Mean 
1 2 ~ ~ 5 6 7 8 9 Total score 

Cows 6 9) 14 32 156 J2 50 6 1 312 5o14 

Calves ('1'956)' 3 10 17 t4 101 12 35 2 3 197 5.05 

Calves f1957)' 4 8 8 10 169 6 28 4 0 237 5.,0.3 

Table III shows that calves were lighter in shade of red than cows. 

The mean score for calves was .3. 22 compared to J ... 79 for their dams~ 

1'7 
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These data were also for the years 1956 and 1957e This difference was 

significant at the one percent level of probabilityo 

TABTIE III DISTRIBUTION OF SHADE OF HAIR COLOR SCORES OF- COWS AND C'AtVES 
FOR 1956 AND 1957 . .. 

Cows 

Calves 

Calves 

Shade scores 
1 2 3 4 -- 5 6 7 Ta.tal 

14 43 66 93 68 23 5 312 

(1956)' 19 29 41 59 38 11' 0 197 

('1957)' 31 49 69 70 17 1 0 237 

Heritability Estimates from Intra-Sire Regression of 
Offsprirtg*'s Score on Dam '1s Score 

Mean 
score 

3.79 

3 .. 51 

2 .. ,98 

The intra-sire regression of offspring':s score on damf:s score for 

pattern -was .J36 as shown in table IV. The regression coef.ficient when 

multiplied by two, yielded a heritability estimate for pattern of .67 

±. .• 08. In the variance analysis for pattern, the between-sire differ-

ences were significant (P< .01}, indicating that hereditary differences 

were importartt. Differences due to the other sources of variation were 

w~thin the realm of chance. 

The intra-sire regression of offspring 1·s score on dam trs. score for 

shade, was .,297, which yielded a heritability estimate of' ,,59 :t o •. 07"' 

This estimate was obtained from table V by the same method as outlined 

for pattern and included the same dam-offspring comparisons~ This es-

timate is comparable to those of .,63 _and o,73 reported by Hellstrom 

09511 J and Koger and Mankin (1'952),. respectively, using the method 

of regression of offspring on daimo 
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The variance analysis showed a statistically significant difference 

f P: < .. O 1 f due to age of dam within herd, age, and season... The mean shade 

scores for calves from 73 two-year-old heifers were 2 .. 76,. 3.,25 for calves 

from 20 three-year-old cows, and 3.33 for calves from 42.4 mature cows.., 

The effect of age of dam might have. been caused by nutritional differ-

ences among the offspring~ Heifers as a rule do not give as much milk 

as mature cows .. , Their cabres had rough coats with dull., .lifeless hair •. 

This would have caused them to score lower in shade than calves from 

mature cows.,, Sire differences for shade were significant (P< ~-01) in-

dicating that hereditary factors exert a real influence on the shade 

of red hair color in Hereford cattle~ 

Heritability Estimates from Paternal Half-sib 
Intra-class Correlations 

Heritability estimates were compu te:d from paternal half-si b intra-, 

class correlations as given by Snedecor (1:956) o 

2 

rI = er 
0.2 

2 
+ 0. 

2 0: = component of variance between calves within sires 
2 Os = component of variance between sires 

The intra-class correlation from the nested classification was 

.088 for pattern, which multiplied by four yielded a heritability es-

timate of o.35 + 0211 ('table VI)., Since sires were confounded with the 

other variables) the estimate of .,35 was smaller than would apply to 

a random group of sires because a portion of the sire varianc.e was re-

moved in the nested classification~, This resulted in 58 sire groups 

although there were only 38 different sires in the study~, 



TABLE rJ' VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE ANALYSIS OF TOPLINE PATTERN FOR DANS (X) AND CALVES (Y) 

Mean squares and cross products 

DjF ms (X) xy ms (12 

Between seasons 1 1.159 -1 .. 711 2.522 

Between ages, 
within seasons 4 1.125 - .208 2.,823 

Between herds, 
within ages 4 2.069 .. 552 1.508 

Between age of dams, 
within herds 5 3.309 .01, 3 .. 696 

Between sires., 
43 3.,579*'k within age of dams 1 •. 787 .663 

Within sires 459 1.664 • .559 1.,.694 

**Significant at P< .01. 

Reg ... 
coef. 

.336 

Heritability 
estimate 

.h7 

M 
0 



TABLE V VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE ANALYSIS OF SHADE OF HAIR COLOR FOR 1)AMS (X) AND C.A.LVES (Y) 

Mean squares and cross products 
~g.. Heritability 

/- D/F ms (X) xy ms (Y) coei'. estimate 

Between seasons 1 4.664 12 .. 850 35 .. 409 

Between ages, 
within seasons 4 3 .. 343 2 .. 182 6.1~98 

Between herds, 
4 within ages 40643 -6.,249 11.,090 

Between age of dams, 
within herds 5 50165 4.590 9.,736** 

Between sires, 
within age of dams 43 20146 1.162 2.710** 

Within sires 459 1.569 .. 468 1.,274 .297 .,59 

**Significant at P < .Ol 

f\) 

1-i 
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A second estimate was obtained from a variance analy:sis.in which 

all offspring were, grouped into .38 sire groups without regard to sea--

son, age, age of' dam, or herd as shown in table V~f. +bis ;p.-elded an 

intra,.;.class correlation for pattern of .,106 and a heritability estimate 

of .42 ±.: ..20 •. 

The intra-class p13,ternal half-sib correlation of .• 089' . .for shade 

of hair color by the nested classification gave a heritability esti

mate of .,36 ±· .20 ... The second method gave a oorrelation of ~140 and 

ai heritability estimate of ..-56 ± •.. 18... The analyses for shade are shown 

in tables VIII and IX; These estimates are in general agreement with 

the one of .,49 from a paternal half-sib correlation given by Hellstrom 

(1951 h, 

The method of analysis which involved the 38 actual sire groups 

was considered a better basis for estimating heritability for both 

topline pattern and shade, of hair aolor than the nested classification. 

Forty-four full-sibs were involved in these analyses. Their influence 

did not appear to alter· appreciably the heritability estimates, hence 

no adjustments were made for their presence. The paternal ha-lf-sib 

esti11U1tes for pattern were lower than those from the regression of 

offspring on dam or regression of offspring on the mid-parent, which 

might indicate some maternal effect upon topline pattern., 

Heritability Estimates from Regression of 
O:f:fspringtis 9core on Mid;..parent Score 

The regression coefficients of 419 offspring scores on mid-parent 

scores were o,542 ±- .. O?J for topline pattern and .,,485 ±. ,..076 for shade 

of red., The,se are direct estimates of heritability. Found ('1928} 



TABLE.VI HERITABILITY ESTIMATE OF TOPL;INE PATTERN BY PATERNAL HALF-SIB INTRA-CLASS 
CORRELATION USING A NESTED CLASSIFICATION 

Intra-
Mean Expected Variance class 

~F square mean square component r 

Between sires, 2 2 
within age of dams 43 3.358 0. + 11.488 Os 1.885 .088 

Within sires 

Between sires 

Within sires 

459 1.694 0:-2 
e 1.694 

TABLE VII HERITABILITY ESTIMATE OF TOPLINE PATTERN BY PATERNAL HALF-SJ.B 
INTRA-CLASS CORR.ELATION 

Mean Expected Variance 
DLF square mean square comEonent 2 .. . 2 

37 4.369 0: + 13.366 0. 2.682 

479 1.687 0.2 1.687 

Intra
class 

r 

...106 

·Heritability 
estimate 

.35 

Heritability 
estimate 

.. 42 

I\) 
\,.) 



TABLE VIII HERITABILITY ESTIMATE OF SHADE OF HAIR COLOR BY PATERNAL HALF-SIB INT.RA-CLASS 
CORRELATION USING! NESTED CLASSIFICATION 

Mean Expected Variance 
. JJLE_ square mean square component 

Between ·sires, 2 2 

Intra
class . 

r 

within age of dams 43 2.710 0. + 11.488 0. 1 .. 436 .089 

Within sires 

Between sires 

Within sires 

459 1.274 a2 
e 1 .. 274 

TABLE IX :HERITABILITY ESTIMATE OF SHAD~ OF HAIR COLOR BY PATERNAL HALF-SIB 
INTRA-CLASS CORRELATION 

Mean Expected Variance 
D/F square mean square component 

2 2 
37 4.551 ~ + 13.,366 0s 3.116 

479 1.435 u.2 1.435 

Intra ... 
class 

r 

.14o 

Heritability 
. estimate 

.36 

Heritability 
estimate 

.56 

FU 
.i::-



obtained a. heritability estimate for shade of .,.44 by re.gres.sion of 

offspring on mid-p,arent." Koger and Mankin (:1952) found an estimate 

of o,75 for shade by the same method,., 

Distribution of Scores 

tush f1945)' states that the mean of a population for any trait 
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may be changed rapidly by selection when the 'heritability of the trait 

is high,,. Heritability estimates obtained in the present study ranged 

from .• 35 to •. 67 for pattern and from .,,36 to .,59 for shade, i,hich would 

mean that progress from phenotypic selection 1,1ould be expected to be 

rapid for both traits. Selection by breeders for desirable topline 

pattern has apparently not been very successful for fixing.the desired 

trait.,, The distribution of offspring scores for topline pattern from 

various combinations of parents, which is given in table X~ shows that 

70 percent of the offspring from all matings were desirably marked while 

30 percent were either red necked or line,backed.. Only seventy-five per

cent of the offspring from desirably marked parents W'ere classified as 

desirablec When the parents 1,1ere both perfectly marked ('scores of 5) 

the number of desirable offspring ('scores 4j 5, and 6) was only 76 per

cent1 indicating that intensive selection would not entirely ,eliminate 

the undesirable trai tso. 

The number of matings in this study was not large enough in some 

classes to furnish conclusive evidence as to the nature of inheritance 

o:f topline pattern or shade of hair coloro No mating of a completely 

red necked sire and a completely red necked dam was present which would 

be a critical test if red neck was due to a recessive gene~ 



TABLE X. THE TOPLINE PATTERN SCORES OF CALVES FROM PARENTS WITH VARIOUS 
.PATTERN COMBINATIONS 

Scores 
of Average 

Parents score of 
cS Sf Earents 1 2 
RxR 
2xl 1.5 1 
2 X 2 2.,0 2 
2 X 3 2 .. 5 
3 X 2 2..5 1 
DxD 
1ix'5 4.5 
5 X 4 4 .. 5 2· 3 
4 X 6 5 .. o 
6x4 5.o 
5 X .5 .5.o 8 
5x6 5.5 2 
6 X 5 5.5 
LxL 
7 X 7 7.0 
7 X 8 7.5 
RxD 
2x1i J.oo 
2 X 5 3.50 3 1 
3x4 3.50 1 
3 X;, 4.oo 2 
2 X 6 4 .. oo 1 
3x6 4 .. ,o. 

R includes scores 1, 2, and 3 
D includes scores 4, 5, and 6 
L includes scores 79 8, and 9 

3 

1 
2 

1 
3 

1 
10 
2 

1· 
1 

1 

Scores of calves Total 
number 

4 5 6 7 8 9 of.calves 

1 
1 4 

2 
1 

1 17 3 2 l 25 
2 17 3' 30 

7 2 l 10 
1 1 3 

9 94 5 15 l 142 ·. 
20 2 3 2 31 
6 2 3 11 

1 1 
1 1 

2 3 
4 5 1 1 16 
1 2 1 5 
1 6 2 12 

1 2 
1 1 

Continued 

Average 
score of 
calves 

1.,00 
2 • .50 
3.00 
1.00 

5 .. 28 
4.37 
5 .. 40 
5.67 
4.89 
.5 •. 13 
5o,73 

9.00 
5.oo 

4.33 
3.88 
4.40 
4.58 
4.50 
s.oo 

I'\) 

°' 



TABLE X (continued) 

· .Scores 
of Average Scores of calve& Total .Average 

Parents score of number score of 
c3' :?·· ;earents · · · ·. 1 . - 2 · ··l •- . 4 _$ 6 7 8 9. of calves calves 
DxR 
4xl 2.5 l 1 5.oo 
4 X 2 3.0 1 1· 2 6.oo 
5xl 3.0 1 1 1 4 7 3.86 

. 5 X 2 .lS 1····· 1 1 5 a '4.25 
4x3 3.5 1 2 1 h ,.2, 
,_x .3- 4.o 1 10 11 4.64· 
6x~ 4 .. o 1 1· ... 5 .. oo 
6x3 4.$ 1 .1, Ai..oo 
R .. x L ·-· '4;.5 · 4 5.22 2 X 7 l 1 3 ' J X 7 5.o · l· 2 1 4 5 .. oo 
L-x R 
7 x_·j 5.o ·1 1, s.oo 
DxL 
''ffx1 5.-l 2 1 1 1 5 .·· 6.40 
.5 X. 7 6.o 1 1 3 25 12 1 43 5.42 

· 6x,7 6.5 ,, 2 2 2· 6· ·-6~00 
5 X 8 6.5· 4 l 5 5.-40 
6 X 8 1 .. 0 2 2 7 .. 00 
5 X 9· 1 .. 0 1 ·1 1.00 

, L X D m 5.5 2 2 5.oo 
7x5 600 -1 2 3 6.33 
7 X 6 6.$ 

~ 
-~--

20 
•.. 2 5.oo 

""Ir. 21 ~ -:scr- w , c T 

R includes scores 11 2, and J 
D includes scores 4J 5, and 6 
L includes scores 7, a; and 9 ro 

-.:, 
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The distribution of shade of hair color scores for offspring from 

various combinations of parents is shown in table XL·. The skewed dis-

tribution of scores toward the lighter shades can be partially accounted 

for by the effect of age of darn on the shade of hair color of the calf~, 

since calves from heifers had lighter mean scores than calves from 

mature cows ... 

'.: ;, 

Correlations Between Topline Pattern Score$, Shade of 
Hair Color Scores, and Eyelid Pigmentation Scores 

A total of 585 animals were used in the correlations between top-

line pattern and eyelid pigmentation, and shade of hair color and eye= 

lid pigmentationo Eyelid pigmentation scores were not available for 

all cows in i this : study; and the 1i957 calves we,rer:not sqored for eye .... 

lid pigmentation .. 

Correlations between topline pattern scores and eyelid pigrnenta.,. 

tion scores are shown in table XII for eleven groups of cattle. Only 

the correlation of &.25 for the 650 group of cows was significant at 

the 5 percent level. All other correlations were small and not sig-

nificanto The pooled correlation of o.06 ±;. o.04 was not significanto. 

The positive sign'of the correlation indicates there was some tendency 

for animals with linebacks to have more eyelid pigmentationo Topline 

pattern and eyelid pigmentation do not appear to be controlled by the 

same genes since very little correlation exists between the two traitso 

Correlations between shade of red and eyelid pigmentation scores 

in table XIII were significant for three groups at P'( .,,05.,, Two of these 

were positive correlationso However, the correlation between these 

traits for the heifers born in 1'955 in the 650 herd was a --,,,41., This 



TABLE XI- THE SHADE OF HAIR SCOBFS OF CALVES FROM PARENTS WITH. 
VARIOUS SHADE COMBINATIONS 

See res 
of Average Score of calves Total Average 

Parents score o,.f number score of 
o ft ;earents · l. 2 3 4 5 6 7 . '" o:f calves calves 

2xl 1.5 1 2 3 2.33 
2x2 .2.0 2 2 4 2so 
3xl 2.0 2 1 3 1 7 2.58 
2 X 3 2.5 l 1 l 3 2.67 
Jx2 2.s 6 4 6 3 19 2.32 
4xl 2.5 1 2 1 4 2.85 
2x4 ) .. 0 l 1 1 3 1 7 3.29 
4x2 - ).,0 5. 6 3 3 17 2.24 
3x3 ··- 3.;o 6 4 3 -a 21 2.62 
5xl - .3.,0 1 l 2 1.50 
~x5 j~.5 3 l 4 4.25 
5 X 2 3.5 l 3 _4 1 9 2.56 
3x4 3.5 .13 16 12 2 4.3 3,.07 
4 X J· 3.5 5 6 10 9 2 1 33 3.00 
2x6 4.o 2 1 3 4.33 
3x5 4.o 2· 6: 4 8 1 l 28 3.S4 
5x3 4.o 3, 6 5 5 3 22 2 .. 95 
4x4 4 .. o 12 4 15 17 6 1 55 3.07 
Jx6 4,.5 l 2 2 1 6 -4.)J 
4 X .> 4.;5 2 10 5 19 6 1 43 3.47 
5x4 .· 4.5 l. 4 5 7 9 1 27 J.81 
3x7 s . .o 1 1 2 5.50-
4x6 s.o 3 l 2 4 5 l 16 J.63 
5x5 s.o 2 .. 3 7 6 5 3 26 3.69 · 
4x7 5S 1 2 2 5 4.oo 
5x6 S.5 J, 4 2 l 10 3.10 

~ 79 97 120 ~ 11 T nr 
r'I;) 
'O 
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TABLE XII CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TOPLINE PATTERN SCORES (X)i AND• 
. . ·. EYELID PIGMENTATION' SCORES ('~)' 

~um of squares and cross products 
Years 

~y2 Herd Clas~ calved .. D/F fi2 ~:xy r 

670 cows 1946-54 98 191 ... 84. -121: .. 96 8 3, 490"'.2/+ ·-.-J1D' 

670 heifers 1955 118 z.,.95 62~30 r6,552*.20 .,,28 

670 calves t956 77 208 .. 76 195 .. 20 54,688 ... 99 ,,,06 

873 cows 1946-:52' 55 6o .. h7 118.,.67 48,.01'2 ... 25 ,..07 

873 calves 1'956 29' 56~,;]7 -73 .. 39 25,536 .. -.1:9 -.,.06 

650 cows 1:948 101: 201 .•.. 86 1230023' 120,785.23 .. 25* 

650 cows 1954 37 87.90 28'7.,Jt 38,,7850,23' .,s5 

650 heifers 1955 26 78 .•. 86 -2}1 .. 57 zo,, 531:o.:n: - ... 02) 

650 calve.s 195611 88.. 189' •. 60 -339) • .00 72,.880...00 -,,..09· 

650! calves 19562 24 6<!)!.,.54 .. -42 .. JJl 8,476..46 ..;....06 

Bulls 1;o:. M •. 22 ~7 •.. 20 4,,381: ... 67 •. .t7 . . 

Pooled 563 1111.67',..00. 1:327,..,98, 4r!J;'4,,078,....<!),T/ .,06 

*Significant at Pj< .. 05 11 . ,• Calves from mature cows 
2oal ve:s from two-year-old cows 
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',rABLE :xrrrr CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCORES FOR SHADE. OF HAIR COLOR (X) 
. . All]?. Em.Ip PIGME:NT!T+ O:N ~QO~ c:rr . . . . 

-··sum of squares and 
Years 

Herd Class calved D/F 

670 cows 1946-54 98 

670 heifers 1955 18 

670t calves 1:956 77 

87.3 cows 1946-52- 55; 

872 calves 1956 29 

650 cows 1948 101 

650 co,ws 1~J54 37 

650 heifers t955 26 

650: calves 19561 88 

650 calves 19562 Z4 

Bulls 1n: 

P-ooled 56.3 

**Significant at P'< .Dt 
*· $ignificant at F' < .,05 
1 Calves from mature cows 

?x2 
175 • .84 

26.,,{55 

1r:59":97 

84.,25 

40.84 

1'5&..84 

31:'.,59 1 

50.,68 

1'64 • .00 

36.62: 

10.z2 

9:39143 

2 Calves from two-year-old cows 

*-XZ 
5g4,,,04 

15o/~90 

4~J2 •. 89 

..... 14.25 

-96.,0.3 

108$..,,JIJ> 

234.46 

-418 ... :14 

3t6.DO 

2.36.-77 

-88 ... 20 

2502.-5.3 

cross products 

LY 2' r 

8.3,,_4-go..z4 o~1'0 

11'6,,552;,.20 ... 24 

54,.688 .. 'J'Ji •. 17 

48,,012.,,2:, ..... 01 

25,,5:36.Jg -...09' 

120 ,.744 .. 0.3 .25* 
I 

JE,,'785..,23 .21' 

20,_,5311,,.-11:· -.41:* 

72,S80..00 .09: 

8,476.,46 * •. 42. 

a;1.J81'.,67 -.42 

494,078.S}7 .,12** 



is probably a chance occurrence since the pooled correlation of .,.12 

:f_oD4 was positive and significant at It< .. 010 This might indicate 
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that the traits are influenced by the same genetic factors, but since 

the correlation is small, the rate of change in one trait from selec

tion for the other trait would be expected to be slight. }fosi ti ve cor

relations in this case indicate that darker Herefords tend to have more 

eyelid pigmentation •. 

0:0rrelations between scores for topline pattern and shade of hair 

color were negative for most of the groups (table XIV)'o The only sig

nificant correlation was -.40 for the calves in 1956 from the two-year

old heifers in the 650 herd, (P < o,D5)'. The pooled correlation of -.,.07 

± .. 03 was also significant but very small. Correlations between toP

line pattern and shade of hair color suggest that the darker colored 

Herefords tend more toward red neck and the lighter colored Herefords 

tend to have more white in the topline pattern. Score.a frQ:tll 974 in

dividuals in seventeen groups comprised the data which were used in 

these correlations,., 

The repeatability of the scoring methods used in this study was 

relatively high. The repeatability of shade score might be increased 

by refining the scoring techniques for shade •. This might be done by 

taking hair samples from the same area of each individual and compar"'.' 

±ng them with a standard. In this way scoring of all .samples could be 

done at nearly the same time and under the same amount of light. The 

samples should be perfectly dry a.t the time of scoring so that the 

moisture content would not affect the shade. This would ~educe the 

effect of variable weather conditions when scoring on different days. 
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TABEE XIV CORR.EUTIONS BETWEEN' TOPLINE P-ATTERN SCORES {X} ~;, 
. SHADE' OF··· HAU(CQtOlt SCORES (Yl)'. . . .. . .. . 

' •• ',, ' •" • ,,, • ·- T • •, 

Sum of squares and cross products 
Years 

Herd Class calved 

670 cows 1946-54 

670 heifers 1955 

l;,70 calves 1956 

670 calves 1957 

87.3 cows 1946-5Z 

87.3 calves 1956 

87,J calves. 1956 1 

87.3! calves.. 1957 

650 · cows 1948 

650 cows 1'954 

650 heifers 11955 

650 calves • 19562 

650 calves 19553 

650· calves 19572 

650 calves 119574 

650 calves 1'9573 

Bulls 

P-ooled 

1~ignificant at. P' < .,05 
:Fall calves 

1oz 1g4 •. 913 

19 2.,950 

80 213.610 

89 125.300 

63 64 ... $62' 

3z:, 57,,.4411 

to 117..ooo 

36 .3h.710 

109 214.432 

39 . 101 ... 51Z 

37 1114.,974 

t02 212.,990. 

30' ft1 i •• 719 

1'01" 1!89:1.,,300 

30 71' •. 500 

ZB 41'.,500 

2calves from mature cows 
3oa.1 ves from two-year~ld cows,, 
4ca1 ves .from three ... year-eld cows: 

11 •. 885 

1.430 

14.878 

-4.520 

-11: .. 338 

7 .. 7J5 

-3 •. 500 

-1\.31U' 

-ZF.-97.3 

. -1!5 •. 268 

2 • .000 

-.3.:5 •• 798 

-23 .. 844 

-t:3.400 

-6 •. 500 

4.,500 

1.81.846 

29.140 

r6g.i,..524 

140...420 

98...06Z 

41 • .559 

2 ... 980 

22 .. 550 

211 ... 856 

35 .. 902 

76.ooo 

192 ... 760' 

4.3...469 

79 .. 200 

. _1$ ... 870 
" 

Jff .. 700 

r 

.06 

.15 

•. 08 

- .. 0.3 

.... 116· 

--,.,.49 

- ... 05 

... 02 

-..-1'1! 

-..18 



Hereford cattle from three herds at the Fort Reno Experiment S,ta-

tion were scored for topline pattern~ shade of hair color, and eyelid 

pigmentation" The data consisted of scores from 517 dams and their 

offspring by JS sires. Data from 419 calves were used in the regres

sion of calf score on mid-parent score. Heritability -estimates were 

computed for topline pattern and shade of hair color scores. Correla-

tions were computed between these traits and eyelid pigmentation. 

Methods for computing estimates of heritability were intra-sire regres-

sion of offspring on dam score, paternal half-sib intra-class correla

tions, and regression of offspring score on mid-parent score., The aver-

age effects due to season in which the animal was scored, aga of the 

animal, herd, age of dam, .~nd sires were removed befor~ computing her-

itability estimates from regression of offspring on dam. 
I . 

Age of the dam appeared to have an effect on the shade. of hair 

color of the calves. Mean s~ade of hair color for calves from two

year-old heifers was 2. 76 while means of 3o.25 and 3 • .33 were found for 

calves from three-year-old cows and mature cows, respectively~· In the 

three herds studied, co'WS were darker in shade of hair color than ca:l;res 

and had more white in the topline pattern. The mean score for topline 

pattern in cows was 5.,.114 and for shade was 3 •. '19.,, Calves had a mean 

soore of' 5 .1J4 for topline: pa. ttern and ; ... 22 £or shade of hair color. 

Oif:f'erences between cow scores and calf scores for shade of hair color 

34 
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were statistically significant fP <(_ .01)\ I)ifferences .between scores 

of calves of different sexes were not significant for :either trait;; 

however, males scored slightly darker in color and tended t.o have less 

:white in the pattern.. Mean scores for male, calves were 4.g9~ for pattern 

and 3.43 for shade.. Heifer~ had mean scores of 5.,09 and J • .23 for pat-

tern and shade, re spec ti vely •. 

The pooled correlation between pattern score_and eyelid pigmenta

tion was .06 and was not significant. A significant (l'·< ..01 )" pooled 

correlation of •. 12 _ was found between shade _ score and amount of eyelid 

pigment. The correlation .for topline pattern and shade of.hair color 

was -.07., It was significant at the 5 percent level. 

Heritability estimates were •. 67 -f! •. 08 for topline .pattern and 
~:· . 

• .59 ± .07 for shade of_ hair color by intra-sire regression of offspring 1's 

score on da.m•1s score.. P:aternal half-sib estimates from tb.e same cor-

rected data. were • .35 £: .211,. and 0 ,36 + .• 20, for pattern .and .shade, re-.. . . ' ,. ~ .. 

speotively.,. ~aternal half-sib estimates of •. 42 f:: .•. 20 and ..• 56. -F .118: 

:were calculated from the uncorrected data for pattern .,a.nd.,shade,, re

ape.oti vely ., Regression of offspring scores on mid-par.ent s.oores yielded 

hen tabili ty estimates of .54 + .07! and .,.48:a +.', .,~08 for pattern and shade, 
~ ........ . . .... 

respeeti vely •. 
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Toto.l 
No, £X ~y 

'io t:J.l 

517 2(,70 2579 

. ···--

.. 

APPENDIX A 

. T.:\BLE XV NESTED CLASSIFICATION OF TOPLINE PATTERN SCORES FOR 
DAMS (X) AND CALVES (Y)' 

·season scored Year of birth(Y) Herd· . Age of dam Sire 
Ho, ~x aY Ho. iX iY No, g f.Y No. H i.Y 

1954 650 Cows 901 
D247 

37 192 171 37 192 171 37 192 171 CK 
182 

1955 650 Cows 901 
120 

29 159 134 29 159 134 29 159 134 2-19 
2-1.2 

182 
650 Cows D-95 

2-19 
89 467 459 63 339 332 2-/,2. 

Fall ( 1956) 4-50 
3-11 
1.-os 

25L, 1324 1249 -· L-25 
2 yr. oldB 3-09 

26 128 127 '3-11 
1956 670 Cows 901 

D-95 
188 973 944 79 401 384 76 386 375 D2L,7 

120 
4-24 

-·----· .!t-'34 
2 yr, olds 

39 

No• H {Y 

11 57 37 
9 47 50 

12 58 54 
5 'JO '30 

10 53 ~.2 
5 30 23 
5 32 28 
6 29 ?.7 
J 12 1~-
9 L,4 50 

19- 98 111 
4 21 19 

13 71 57 
5 27 ')/ 

l'-1+ 

5 27 25 
8 ,; 1 _..,,,_ . L{J. 

1J 
, / 
t:,o 57 

--·- 1 ~6L 7(2_ 
16 72 i)9 

11 53 57 
11 55 62 
11+ 71, 57 
10 5.3 58 
1 !'.± 79 72 

1-:15 2 JciQ__L.J.2.__9 _ 
873 Cows 4-68 4 )1 18 

I-35 5 28 . 25 
20 105 101 20 105 101 4-26 5 25 26 

4-07 3 18 17 

-- Li::::l§__.J,_ 1 ] 15 
1955 670 Cows · D2L,7 9 L,7 L16 

120 2 11 10 
17 91 86 17 21 86 17 21 86 . BL 6_...).] ___ ]Q_ 1956 ____ 

873 Cows I-17 5 25 25 
_9 __ J/]. __ 5-J 2 49. 51 _.!}__Jr:)_ 51 ;r-58 4 __ ~-26_ 

650 Cows D-81, 19 104 99 
D-95 13 74 68 

114 591 564 69 376 338 L,-J4, 11 55 51 
!,.-50 12 74, 53 
L,-<iS ·11, ()9 67 ---3 yr,· olds P/+72 5 21 28 

.Soring (1957) 
~?&_2t __ -2.!L 

2 yr. olds 
C7fl,;5_.15 __ ;L- ?7 _ 
4-1 6 1 3 oO h9 

..?LJ.19 131 _ J:-20 _g__5.2 __ ~~_g __ 
263 1346 1330 670 Cows 420A 7 36 3L, 

D2L1.7 20 98 108 
89 434 451 70 339 360 1,50A. 10 53 59 

1957 / 1.69A 11 59 59 
A-2 _ 22 3:L_ 100_. 

237 1206 · 1193 2 yr. olds l+50A 5 25 2r ) 

A-2 1, 20 23 
19 95 91 L-50 10 5Q __ {1:2._ 

873 Cows 5-21 8 1.,3 !;9 
5-61 /,_ 21 18 

34 181 178 31, 181 178 5-74 4 20 19 
41+5 8 L, 1 L,.2 
517 6 33 28 
529 4 23 22 



Total 
i10 ' fX [Y 

'l'otal 

5 17 2016 1682 

TABLE XVI NE,STED CLASSIFICATIOW OF' SHADE OF HAIR cotoR SCORES FOR 
!JAMS (X) A~ CALVES (Y) 

Season scored Year of birth(Y) Herd Age of dam Sire 
No, {X :f._Y To, 5X 5...Y No. a i.Y No, ~x {__y' 

.. 1954 · 650 Cows 901 
D247 

37 165 150 37 165 150 37 165 150 CK 
182 

1955 650 cows 901 
120 

29 111 86 29 111 86 29 111 86 2-19 
2-42 

182 
650 Cows D-95 

2-19 
89 351 ), 322 63 248 223 2-4;2 

4-50 
tall (1956) 3-11 

L,-08 
254 1015 894 /,-25 

2 yr, olds J-09 
26 103 99 '3-11 

1956 670 Cows 901 
D-95 

188 739 658 79 324 254 76 312 245 D247 
i20 

4-24 
4-11.. 

2 yr. blds 
'3 12 9 4-50 

87;3 Cows L,-68 
I-35 

20 64 82 20 64 82 4-26 
4-07 
l.-18 

·1955 670 Cows D247 
120 

17 72 47 17 72 47 17 72 1,,7 BL 
1956 S73 Cows I-17 

9 32 11, 9 32 ':JI. 9 12 1, .. I-58 
650 Cows D-S4 

D-95 
h 14 421 371 69 · 260 253 4-34 

4.-50 
l-68 

3 yr, olds P472 
20 80 65 0785 

Spring (1957) 2 yr, olds 4-16 
25 81 5'3 L..-20 

263 1001 788 670 Cows 420A 
1957 D247 

89 354 225 70 295 184 450A 
237 897 707 469A 

A-2 
2 yr. olds 450A 

A-2 
19 59 41 4-50 

873 Cows 5-21 
i 

5-61 
34 122 111 34 122 111 5-74 

445 
517 
529 

40 

No, .f X H 
11 46 45 
9 JS 35 

12 58 53 
5 23 17 

10 41+ 31 
5 18 15 
5 11 11 
6 2/~ 18 
3 14 11 
9 38 28 

19 75 67 
4 11 12 

13 53 49 
5 22 24 
5 21 16 
8 28 27 

13 52 53 
13 51....J&._ 
16 55 33 
11 JS 37 
11 47 33 
·14 55 114 
10 48 38 
14 69 60 

3 12 9 
4 15 16 
5 16 21 
5 15 21 
3 9 10 
3 2 11 
9 39 20 
2 7 7 
6 26 20 
5 19 19 

.4 12 12_ 
19 73 71 
13 43 45 
11 45 48 
12 45 45 
11,, 'iL.. 44 
5 22 15 

15_2L,_2,Q_ 
13 44 25 
12 37 28 
7 31 27 

20 80 38 
10 46 24 
1'1 52 )1 
22 86. 64 

5 17 14 
4 10 10 

10 32 17 
8 32 26 
4 10 12 
4 18 14 
8 32 29 
6 19 16 
4 11 14' 



APPJffl~IX.B: 

METHOD OF COMPUTlNG k VALUES 

The value of k, which is a weighted number of progeny per sire, 

and is used in computing paternal half-sib correlations was obtained 

by the _following formula. given by Hetzer· et al. C:,944). 

N'o Ng 

'Z_~f~2 )c, = the nllJllber of progeny per sire, per season, etc •. i.e. 

(in T ( ~~ 7 * ( i~2
) f • ; ; + ( f 1= m 

~ lfk2J = number of progeny per sire, per season etc •. 
Z..\fk / g squared, divided by the total number of progeny i.e •. 

(nf · 
. 11 

NC= the number of sire swbclasseso 

+- • ... • -f .· (4t , = 22,.46 +· 0 •' •• + 4 

Ng ::: the number of groups· with 2 or more sire subclasses, •. 

k = the number of observations in a sire group. 

c = sire subclass. 

g ::::.group containing sire Subclasses. 



APRENDIX.a 

. STANDARD ERRORS FOR HERITABILITY ESTIMATES 

Standard.errol"s- for· he1"ita:bili:ty estimates by intra ... sire regres

~ion of of'.fsprin.g on dam., score and paternal half-sib intr.a-c.1.ass cor

relations were calculated from formulas, used by Hazel and Terrill (1945) .. 

The.formula used for intra-sire regression of' offspring on dam 

score was.as follows:: 

S.E... = BB'-~ . - cov(b)2 
\,1 

tn11y2 Cnk - n - 1:y 

B = the mean square within sires, of the adjusted y value .. 

Bti = th~ mean square within sires of the x value. 

eov ('.b)2 = ~11:3 di vi~. l;)y the, d.e,gr.ees of freedom within sireso 

n =-the,n'Ulllber,of sires in each year. 

k = the weighted number of calves per sire ... 

This standard error was multiplied by two since the intra-sire 

regression· was multi plied by two •. 

The standard errors for paternal half-sib intra-class correlations 

were multiplied by four as were the half-sib correlationso The follow-

ing forniula·was used to compute standard erroro 

B(B+kA) 
S •. E .. , = 

(A+ B)2 _j ff)' (k - 1') kn 



A =mean square between eiires of the a.djul!!ted y value. 

B = meal'). squal:"e within sires of the adjusted y value. 

k = the weighted .number of calves per sire., 

n = the nUl'.llbei" .. of sires, in each year •.. 

43 

The·standard errdrs for regression of offspring on the mid-parent 

scores ware calculated a:s: se:t .fo,rth b~ Snedecor (1956):. 
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